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I thought about was 'Why didn't I close his eyes?' That's behind all my nightmares. 

Those eyes I didn't close are always staring at me." 

Anwar Congo in The Act of Killing 

More than cinema 

In 1996, a film came out in France made by the Cambodian survivor Rithy Pan h. It was called Bophana. 
Une tragedie cambodgienne and it in the hallways of what had been a detention and 

torture centre during the time of the Khmer Rouge (April 1975-January 1979) known by the code 

name S-21, later turned into a genocide museum. Among hundreds of photos taken by the people 

behind the repression, the camera, following the movements of a man, stops at a slight figure of a 

girl dressed in the regulation black pyjamas the population was forced to wear by the revolutionary 

leaders. There is no name to identify her. This woman, suspended in time at little more than 20 years 

old, moves her gaze towards her captors, thereby immortalised in the picture. She will soon endure 

a torment of interrogations that will end in her execution. The film was named after her: Bophana. 

Working from these photographic remains that survived the catastrophe, Rithy Panh outlined the 

wretched biography of a woman for whom the only damning evidence against her consisted oL a 

love letter written to her husband. A voice-over narrated the destiny of this educated and sensitive 

person within Pol Pot's revolutionary utopia, whilst the letters, witness statements from 

members and acquaintances acted as guides to portray a fall through the chasms of humanity. 

However, something unexpected happened as this film was being shot. The director had procured 

witness statements from two characters who were as essential for this story as they were mutually 

incompatible: one was the painter Vann Nath, whose life was saved thanks to the prison chief liking 

his artistic style, commissioning him to reproduce busts of Pol Pot made of fabric; after the defeat 

of the Khmer Rouge, the survivor was employed by the museum managers to visually shape the 

atrocities he experienced in prison. The other witness represented the executioners; he was a chief 

for some points in this text, I have recciv<"d exceptional help from Pvrn~r>n1r>1'1 opinions with Lior Zylberman and 
reading two of his as·yet unpublished texts on representing the Holocaust in century cinema and the performative 
documentary. 
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guard, Him Huy, remembered as a ferocious executioner in 5-21 's busiest years. Fate got in the way 

of all the precautions taken by Rithy Panh to stop them meeting and one afternoon, they bumped 

into each other. 2 an inoffensive peasant look, Nath was to recognise the brutal prison 

officer of yesteryear; Huy, on the other hand, took longer to identify the painter. Making the best of 

the situation, and maybe surprised by the victim's serenity, the fllmmaker shoots a scene in which 

Vann Nath takes the former guard by the shoulders and leads him through the rooms where his 

pictures are exhibited, urging him to confirm or deny the truth behind them. Embarrassed, Huy 

admits it is all true, as someone who considers himself to be, in turn, a victim of the criminal regime 

that he served with such devotion and efficiency. Consequently, seven years later the film S-21. La 

machine de mort Khmere Rouge (2003) emerged from this chance meeting. 

In the latter film, Rithy Panh abandons the voice-over that structured the narrative in Bophana 

and minimises his resources to archive images. Its climax and strategy determine the rhetoric in 

terms of how to make up for the absence of images that represent the act of torturing, 

dehumanising the enemy. With this purpose in mind, the director is practically obliged to reach 

out to prison officers, interrogators or the photographer. On the contrary, he turns them into the 

film's lifeblood, the essence of the action, the reconstruction or the re-enactment. Magnetised 

the atmosphere radiating from practically untouched cells and objects exhibited in a museum on 

the trauma, they stage the acts of yesteryear (interrogations, blows, captures, daily tortures ... ) and 

by doing so, they allow the documentary director to film expressions of a criminal action that had 

the camera's eye. The reconstruction sequences are clearly led masterfully by the serene 

figure of Vann Nath who asks questions, accompanies the director and makes suggestions to these 

agents of destruction. These perpetrators provide gestures, words, faces and hands whilst 

their bodies stage actions from former times. Memory of the body. 

So, between Bophana and S-21, we can see, clear as daylight, the mutation between the concerns, 

the methods, the agents, the gaze of the c£Jmera and the bias of the staging that occurred between 

the representation of the act of killing in the 20th century and the bias that this embraces in the 21 st 

century. This does not refer to radical cuts. It a matter of trends, concerns and renewed emphasis. 

This text aims to shed some on them without any pretension to cover every aspect, prioritising a 

description of the logic over listing films and authors. Two of the major that can be deduced 

frorn the previous example involve shifting the spotlight from the victims to the perpetrators and 

centre stage to the historical figures' performativity in the films, in a behavioural sense, 

regardless of whether it is true or simulated. Even when these two traits are suitably expressed in the 

documentary work, both are also embedded in fiction using a variety of strategies. As a result, it will 

be understood that representing the violence goes beyond film·related issues to summon up ethics, 

anthropology, sociology, history, etc. In conclusion, the act of killing, even when seen through the 

Perspective of the is much more than images. 

Panh and Christine Chaurneou, La machine khmdre rougo. Monti Santesok S-21, Flarnrnarion, Paris, 2009, pp. 
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The long shadow of Shoah 

During the second half of the 1980s, and even during the following decade, the impressive 

machinery that was Shoah (Claude Lanzmann, 1985) unleashed the use of some resources that 

seem to approach what we have just mentioned: reconstruction of criminal acts as if they 

were taking place in the present, an aspiration to register the past's imprint on today's and 

bodies or use of the executioners' word as something more than the mere accused .... Although 

S-21 on the one hand, or to a lesser extent, The Act of Killing (Joshua Oppenheimer, 2012) picks 

up the inheritance of Shoah, three traits radically set them apart: firstly, that the perpetrators are not 

introduced in the latest documentaries on Rwanda, Cambodia or the Shoah in terms of accused, but 

as witnesses, without this exempting them from responsibility of course; secondly, the executioners 

being featured are not generally the brains behind the genocides or murders but ordinary people 

that became executioners due to either ideology or brainwashing and as such, they are carriers 

of on-going psychological processes, the most important of which will be trauma (trauma caused 

in extreme cases even by this filming process); thirdly, the executioners are not limited to relating 

their memories but body language comes into play so that the gestures of yesteryear, by means of 

re-enactment, cause transformation on a par with a representation. The combination of these three 

traits distinguishes current trends from the legacy of Shoah where perpetrators are shunned to a 

greater or lesser extent, depending on the case, and so they rarely contribute to recreating the myth, 

the film's ultimate goal, that is left to the surviving victims. We will attempt to analyse these traits 

separately with a little help from some key films. 

Ordinary executioners and the perpetrator's trauma 

In a book dedicated to cinema after the second Intifada (declared in September 2000), Raya Morag 

comes up with a twist with major consequences, the type of which Israeli cinema is a pioneer: 

switching from victim-trauma to perpetrator-trauma. Morag is referring to the Middle 

East, her diagnosis can be extrapolated to other fields, including 21 st century Israeli films "demand 

a complex negotiation of the discrepancies between the post-traumatic memories of individual 

solders, those of their army units, and, by implication, of the society that sent them ... ". 3 If turning the 

spotlight on current executioners reveals a growing interest in the role of the main figures of violence 

in contexts of crisis, war or ideological intoxication, the emphasis on the psychological effects of 

the trauma presents a new enigma, explored until now. On the one hand, a new reading is 

suggested for the controversial "banality of evil" suggested by Hannah Arendt in her report on the 

Eichmann process in Jerusalem ( 1961 ), pointing at unqualified executioners; on the other hand, the 

study of post-traumatic syndromes has derived into attention on that previously forgotten figure 

3 Raya Mo rag, Waltzing with Bashir. Perpetrator Trauma and Cinema, l.B. Tauris, London and New York, 2013, p. 3. 
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of the agent behind the genocide in mass violence. 4 This is precisely what is explored by two very 

different films, both setting the pace due to their influence, such as Vais im Bashir [Waltzing with 

Bashir] (Ari Folman, 2008) and The Act of Killing, plus its sequel The Look of Silence (Joshua 

Oppenheimer, 2014). Let's look at this in greater detail. 

Vais im Bashir revolves around one of the darkest events in the history of Israel, the massacre of 

Palestinians by Christian Phalangists during the Lebanese War in 1982, with collusion and support 

from the Israeli army. However, it is revealing for how it uses animation, working from the perspective 

of the traumatised memory of a generation that participated in the combat who, on their return to 

civilian life, tried to protect themselves from their feelings of guilt. We therefore find ourselves faced 

with manifestations of perpetrator trauma although none of the main figures was directly involved 

in the slaughter. We can go back synthetically to the film's mechanisms to specify how the traits 

defining our purpose are represented. 

Film maker Ari Folman received a visit from a former army colleague, Boaz, who told him about a 

recurring nightmare that had been haunting him lately the images of which are used to open the 

film: on a rainy night, a group of wild dogs, with burning eyes, crosses Rothschild Boulevard in Tel 

Aviv causing panic among the few passers-by. When they get to the narrator's home, they bark 

menacingly. The dream inevitably ends at this point. Folman adds that this refers to 26 dogs, no 

more and no less, and he knows this because he knows their origin. This goes back to an episode 

in the Lebanese War where the narrator had been posted in a detachment called on to exterminate 

Palestinian terrorists in small villages. As the young man was incapable of shooting human beings, 

he was given the task of slaughtering the dogs to stop their barking from alerting the terrorists. In 

his nightmare, those 26 animals that he exterminated replace the human deaths and clamour for 

revenge. 

As the film maker listened to his story, he realised that he had no memories at all of that war in which 

he also participated. Whilst fragmented scenes break into his awareness, Ari starts an investigation 

among former army colleagues to piece back together the fragmented kaleidoscope that some 

specialists refer to regarding memory and post-traumatic syndromes. Different strata, where the 

details of what happened are masked behind fantasies, false memories and amnesia, start leading 

to the scene that condenses the drama tucked away in Folman's sub-conscious: his arrival in Beirut 

by sea (an image of a body submerged in the sea is impossible to erase) when the group was 

surprised by snipers. Suddenly, a fellow soldier, Shmuel Frenkel, grabs another comrade's weapon 

4 This is what sets apart research by Christopher Browning (Ordinary Men. Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the 
l°inal Solution in Poland, Penguin, 1992), in which he ponders the psychological transformation that took place in a 
German police battalion on the Soviet front during the Second World War, turning its members into brutal killers and the 
complete lack of mystery with which Daniel J. Goldhagen presents all of German society as anti-Semitic and eliminationist 
(Hitler's Willing Executioners. Ordinary Gerrnans and the Holocaust, Alfred Knopf, New York, 1996). Despite the fact that 
Browning's book did not enjoy the same media success as Goldhagen's, his question regarding the perpetrator's mental 
process, in the enigmatic move to act out, would herald one of the most acute problems of the 21 st century. 
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and jumps recklessly into a clearing making him a clear target for the enemies in the ambush. To the 

narrator's amazement, Frenkel's feet then start to slide as if dancing a waltz, whilst his hands work 

the weapon euphorically. The background of the shot is dominated by a massive poster featuring a 

photograph of the recently assassinated Lebanese President and leader of the Christian Phalange, 

Bashir Gemayel. Whilst the camera pans to the photograph riddled with bullets, the narrator's voice 

concludes something that he can only have known later: just a few metres away the Phalangists were 

organising the brutal slaughter of Palestinians in the Sabra and Chatila camps. 

This enigmatic scene is a condensation; presided over by the person in whose name the massacre 

was committed, Bashir, Frenkel's behaviour expresses the reckless audacity that transcends fear in 

the face of the enemy but does it by dancing to the tune of something dark that lives off-camera, the 

inextricable crux of the massacre in the hands of fanatic Phalangists. This off-camera shot separates 

off the army comrades and generation of the slaughter but also draws them in due to their proximity, 

revealing their voluntary or involuntary support. A few hundred metres away, the Israeli army 

surrounded the fields and launched flares that lit up the night, making the killers' task easier. The 

dream scene condenses it all: the transcendence, the ecstasy, the figure of Bashir as a trigger for an 

action whose death armour is being woven in an adjacent yet dark place and above all, the collusion 

for which the dance provides a metaphor. The person being threatened in the scene is Frenkel; the 

person who observes it and actually creates and recreates is the person who is obsessed with it, Ari 

Folman. So then, right atthe moment of panic captured by the nightmare, the future is beating away 

from which the guilt will emerge; that future is precisely the force that pushes the travelling shot in 

the direction of the poster of Bashir whose bullet-riddled face closes the sequence. Dream time is 

always an unstable, fragile synthesis as it prospects, dilates and creates a collage. 

The film's ending emphasises the traumatic climate. Once the ferocious killing of families was 

discovered, a travelling shot follows the women in their heart-wrenching cries. The camera movement 

comes to rest on the face of the main character, looking forwards, taking in the din of the crying and 

breathing nervously. Right at that moment, TV archive images barge in as a counter-shot, showing 

women howling with pain as they realise the extent of the massacre. Suddenly, the live sound stops 

and images from new reporters' cameras pass over the corpses to the sound of a beating drum. 

These last shots, breaking with the unreal climate created by the animation, make an enormous 

impact as if, instead of being repeated and conventional, the news image had redeemed its harsh 

reality, none other than its shock value. 

Symptomatically, turning the experience into a trauma conceals another trauma inherited by the 

main character: his parents' deportation to Auschwitz. So what Marianne Hirsch5 called "post 

memory" (memory inherited by the second generation through stories told by their parents within 

the family) is an imperceptible layer at first glance, although reactivated by surviving the subsequent 

5 Marianne Hirsch, particularly in The Generation of Postmemory: Writing and Visual Culture After the /10/ocaust, 
Columbia University Press, New York, 2012. 
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event that multiplies its traumatic effects. The use of animation to represent not only the dreams 

but also the complete history helps to de-nature actors and stages: some purified and symbolic, 

others lacking expression, the image reveals how events filtered through the conscience have been 

made strange by censors, condensation and cyclical repetition. It is not by chance that this Brechtian 

distancing mechanism is repeated in some films from that time: Persepolis (Vincent Paronnaud and 

Marjane Satrapi, 2007), bringing to life the memories of an Iranian girl who witnessed the triumph 

of fundamentalism and the imposition of the Islamic revolution, although without the devastating 

charge of Folman's film, or L'image manquante (Rithy Panh, 2013), working from figures 

designed by the artist Sarith Mang to evoke the experience of deportation to the farming communes 

in Pol Pot's Cambodia. However, maybe the origin of this distancing procedure lies outside the 

cinematographic field and goes back to the .Maus comic by Art Spiegelman who dared to represent 

victims and executioners from the Shoah in animal forms. In this dreamlike image, incarnating the 

trauma, the victim, although omnipresent, is no longer the universal spokesperson for the violent 

past. 

Although we will subsequently have the chance to think a little about films that look at the 

consequences of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, from our current perpetrator-perspective, 

we might mention a determining documentary made by Errol Morris on Abu Ghraib, Standard 

Operating Procedure (2008). It revolves around a group of military police stationed at a high 

security prison where prisoners were poorly treated, tortured and killed. The to S.O.P. consists 

mainly of questioning false images, in other words photos and a fragment of video whose obscenity 

scandalised the international community, akin to torture pornography but which masked the real 

torture carried out off-camera by the American intelligence services employing these soldiers. The 

declarations of the accused, reconstruction of their web of relationships (sexual, colleagues, games, 

fantasies, terror, tedium, dependence on the CIA) revealed another scene for which there were no 

images. Secondly, Morris works on these real agents of torture, shaping them through their "mental 

landscapes" (ghostly reconstructions, hyperbolic details, abstracting the image, overprinting, etc.). 

The material image thereby appears not only as an imprint of what happened, but also and above 

all as a false trail, concealment, of the other scene. Recreating the imprint of something that does 

not leave an imprint is not just a play on words. It represented an effort to approach events that are 

related through their origins but also through the imagination. Opening it up, making people see. 

So then, if any film has troubled worldwide public opinion over the years, it is The Act of Killing, the 

film by Joshua Oppenheimer only shown after its sequel, The Look of Silence, had been shot. Due 

to the anonymous nature of the filming, the humbly academic financing of many of the interviews 

until regular production could be achieved {with Werner Herzog and Errol Morris on the project), The 

Act of Killing can be considered as an example of a performative work, meaning an act of language 

and cinema that transforms the reality that it is tackling. Far from being limited to a testimony or a 

complaint concerning what happened, The Act of Killing has provoked actions and reactions such 

as declarations from The Hague Tribunal or declassification of American documents that certify the 
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country's hand in the anti-communist genocidal violence perpetrated on "communists" in Indonesia 

after the coup d'etat in 1965. In other words, these are images that extend beyond the cinema walls 

or press conferences at a festival; in their own way, they are changing the world. 

If we look at it properly, turning film into actions in this way is not an unexpected consequence of 

its content. It is actually something that its very process informs on, and therefore it is inherent to its 

result. It was the interaction that took place between the filming, interview and accompanying team 

and the perpetrators themselves who kidnapped and killed people suspected of being communists. 

Whilst just the tip of the iceberg is captured in the images, another major aspect is found behind 

the scenes. The result of this muffled, sustained work, combined with the killers' pride and lack of 

regret, convinced that there were performing a patriotic task according to values that are still upheld 

in today's Indonesia, is the perpetrators' performance. Accompanied by the filming team, these men 

show the places where their crimes took place, staging their acts using objects and accessories, 

then they chat together using funny expressions, remembering the music and the films that inspired 

some of their acts of violence, and when the occasion arises, they dance the cha-cha-cha, favoured 

self-indulgently by one of the main characters, Anwar Congo. It is a performance film in the sense 

of the acts of Austin's language {as it transforms reality), and also in the sense used by Bill Nichols 

to refer to documentary methods, action, re-enactment and interacting.6 Even when the victims also 

put in an appearance in The Look of Silence using interviews with a brother of one of the who 

were savagely tortured in 1965, the executioners remain the stars of the film. 7 

Two traits of Oppenheimer's first film make it particularly inhospitable: its meta-communication 

and its mixture of tones. Actually, the people responsible for the killing or the generation of their 

successors ready to repeat it stage the past in front of the camera but they also stage themselves 

taking on different (sometimes opposing) roles that they played in the past. Against a backdrop 

where they reconstruct interrogations and torture, they are even made up grotesquely, setting up a 

crane as if it was them actually wielding the camera to maximise the obscene kitsch of some exotic 

films or "heritage" alongside the most visceral violence. This is not the right time to be analysing the 

film in detail, although it is true that The Act of Killing demonstrates exaggerated self-reflection 

and awareness of representation that is not only shared between director and spectator, but also 

the actual stars of the film, insinuating an extensive web of exchange for years that made it possible 

to meet the goals and that, of course, escapes the mere spectator of the film, even the learned film· 

goer. It allows us to perceive one of the most surprising formal and emotional traits of recent times: 

the distancing that takes place regarding the crimes and respect for the victims, the interpolation 

of resources that prevents immediate (and inane) compassion. To sum it up briefly, it is a type of 

anti-Schindler effect that will be common currency among many 21 st century demonstrations. The 

6 Bill Nichols, Introduction to Documentary, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 2010. 
7 There is an interesting similarity between the role of the driver and mediator taken by the painter-victim Vann Nath 
in S-21 and the role assumed by the optometrist in The Look of Silence. Renouncing the paralysing immediacy of 
maxima list disapproval, searching for the truth above all else and letting the murdGrers' testimony take on a fundamental 
role, this figure is the result of impressive innovation. 
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emotional rules laid down by the film in terms of exercising violence seem to have affected the 

assumption that ethical values and empathic identification are inextricably linked.8 

Embedded: so near and yet so far 

The September 11 2001 attacks on the Twin Towers in Manhattan caused a real stir in this brand new 

21 st century in many aspects. This happened, of course, because the images filmed live were rather 

surreal. The image of these silhouettes in lower Manhattan has been used so much in advertising, 

news shows, films and TV series that the presence of fire, explosion and injury of the present on 

them was inconceivable. However, they were also surreal because they triggered a series of invasion 

wars, named by George Bush as the "war on terror" (Afghanistan, Iraq) that turned into civil wars, 

diversification of globalized suicide terrorism and new conflicts (Syria, Turkey) that implicated many 

of the world's powers in a collapse of balance that has still not been restored. However, it was also 

because they sanctioned a system of visibility based on live filming and characterised by removing 

the hierarchy of documentary images (domestic, professional, hazardous, etc.) that the so-called 

new media had been forging for years. 

If the 9/11 imagery was, despite everything, centralised and associated with the attack on Pearl 

Harbour,9 it is no less true that it gave real shape to fantasies worthy of the most spectacular 

Hollywood movie, including terrorist attacks for many years beforehand and it continued to do so 

with more justification in the years to come. Otherwise, an image-poor war such as Afghanistan led to 

the second invasion of Iraq which represented a milestone, precisely due to its resonance regarding 

the first Gulf War, almost entirely lacking in iconography. In this new context, still accompanying our 

iconography of violent scenarios (jihadist terrorism, military operations, civil war, etc.), a paradox 

is staged that just a few years later Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin called remediation. 10 This kind of 

paradox lies in the following: new media makes an effort to ensure us a live, intense, real experience 

as if we were immersed in it without mediation whilst, at the same time, they deploy technological 

artefacts with obvious pride such as a multiple number of screens, reflective effects and mediation 

of technique; in other words, the immediacy of the experience comes up against the mannerism of 

8 One drama that confirmed many of these hypotheses refers to how crime and memory were managed regarding 
the 1994 genocide in Rwanda. From this complex process, Anne Aghion's symptomatic films stand out due to her 
constant work in the country and the modulations within her work: La Trilogie des Gacaca - composed of Gacaca 
Au Rwanda on dit ... (2004) and Les Cahiers de la Memoire (2009) - refers to the rural courts set up in 2000 the 

to move forward in terms of national reconciliation thanks to perpetrators and victims coming face to 
their daily life; My Neighbour, My Killer (2009) examines the limits and conflic-i:s of and living together 

after a genocide. However, maybe the most unfathomable degree of the perpetrator in to the victim is found 
in Rwanda, la vie apres (Benoit Dervaux and Andre Versaille, 2014), compiling the stories of six Tutsi women raped in 
1994, who birth to their rapists' children. These children are now twenty years old, some aware of their origins; they 
are both by the community and subject to ambiguous from their mothers" An abyss of affliction" 
9 Please refer to a study on this iconographic direction in Clement Diplopie. L'image photographique a /'ere 
des medias globalises: essais sur le 11septembre2001, Le Point du Jour, Paris, 2009. 
10 Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation" Understanding New Media, MIT Press, Cambridge Ma, 1999" 
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the technological hyper-mediation that is so ostentatiously shown. If the first Gulf War in 1991 barely 

showed close-up images, today's wars, recognisable in terms of filming by soldiers, embedded 

journalists, observation and surveillance cameras and, later on, cameras fitted in drones, offered the 

feeling of living the violence in situ but at the same time indulging in the technological media that 

make them possible.' 1 

This is worth an example that, due to the reconstructing and simulating mechanisms, sheds light on 

these strategies: Redacted (Brian de Palma, 2007) is based on a scandal that took place in Samarra 

in March 2006, where a group of American soldiers in charge of a checkpoint raped a 15-year-old 

girl and killed her entire family. This fictional film that seems like a documentary is organised around 

recordings from a digital camera told in the first person, by soldier Salazar {with the significant title 

of "Tell Me No Lies" and using the model known as do-it-yourself). Working from this first-hand 

authority, the screens follow on from each other and multiply: biogs, a TV station inspired by Al 

Jazeera (Arab TV Network), computer images, live captures made the perpetrators of an attack, 

a French documentary-report using live reporters ("Marc and Fran~ois Clement"), emulation of an 

execution-beheading video where the victim is the video-maker kidnapped by terrorists linked to 

Al-Qaeda, monitoring a scene using a helmet-cam with night sight, a report entitled "Collateral 

Damage" with real photos of the Iraq war. .. 

The meaning of this almost never-ending process of technological deployment is that it aspires to 

plunge us into the immediacy of a tumultuous situation, marked by fate and surprise. Consequently, 

and in line with the amendment paradox presented by Bolter and Grusin, instead of renouncing 

mediation, it maximises the visibility of the technical devices: inserting time codes in the image, 

hyperlinks, transcriptions, logos.. Far from characterising sophisticated experimental films, these 

traits do their own thing in many mass consumption films on war and terrorism. 

What ever happened to archives? 

In 1995, film libraries all over the world, following the FIAF's initiative, organised a great celebration 

of one hundred years of cinema. Aside from the visibility given to this medium of expression, its 

material support took centre stage and campaigns to recover, restore, catalogue familiar, amateur 

and of course commercial material precede this date and stretch out after it. The awareness of lasting 

comes with a new fascination for the actual matter behind cinema that many experimental film 

makers had already explored beforehand, but that was now reaching new heights in festivals and 

11 See Vicente J. Benet, "Documentalos sobre la on.1na<:ion de lrak: reiato fflrnico, rnediacic\n tacnol6gica y transrnisi6n 
de la , Historia social no. 63, 2009, 
1 2 Ken "Redacted's 
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films. '3 Projecting and incorporating recent films, not only the stills, but a physical support entailed 

showing the off-cuts, annotations, the silent aspect, projectors, cans, sound perforations, format .. 

And alongside these scenes that nostalgically brought lost souls back to life, centre stage had to 

be taken by incarnations of people who have been murdered, massacred and exterminated. Once 

again the Holocaust became a priority stage. 

Of course, majority trends on history channels in the 21 st century meet demands to visit the past by 

drawing it towards our conventions, ways of seeing, intellectual interests and emotions. The most 

eye-catching aspect consists of applying modern sound techniques to material from yesteryear, 

adapting screen formats, colouring black and white film, among others. Seeing the past through 

today's lenses is a way of erasing the images of the indices, the marks, the historicalness. 14 However, 

this trend is compensated with a veneration ofthe archive to the pointthat, as Jamie Baron suggested, 

the archive effects have become archive emotions, meaning fetishistic participation that is usually 

associated with a feeling more than a cognitional effect.15 In this way, quotes and incorporations 

from amateur family films can be perceived as ways of living the past and they do not require great 

stylistic or experimental sophistication. Also here, the archive document loses its historical side as 

it is used more because it belongs to another world (that of a vague past) than due to its particular 

value at that point in the past. But what is the role of violent death in this archive environment? 

We might give two examples to describe some of the more recent strategies used regarding this 

material: Aufschub (Harun Farocki, 2007) and A Film Unfinished (Yael Hersonski, 2010). Both 

of them talk about beings who underwent a violent death in a remote past that live again (to die 

again) in the film-makers' eyes by virtue of their relationship with primary images from the past. 

Or, in proper terms, both films are re-readings of perpetrator films, manufactured by people who 

filmed beings that they were going to exterminate. Farocki tackles a singular piece produced by 

a Jewish photographer, Rudolf Breslauer, commissioned by the Westerbork camp commander 

(Netherlands), the SS Gemmeker. This was a reasonably hospitable Jewish camp although it was just 

a stop-off on the deportation route east, above all to Auschwitz. The film had an almost promotional 

purpose and although it was never finished, many of its shots were used by later film-makers from 

Nuit et brouillard (Alain Resnais, 1955). So then, Farocki's work consisted of "editing", as he himself 

put it, this field material to make it talk, not only according to how its authors intended it to sound 

but featuring new elements to help us think about the destruction of the Jews in Europe. However, 

thinking - and the fundamental aspect revolves around this - is seeing and exploring the image. How 

can we do that? 

13 The entire work of the collector and film-maker Peter For9acs is a particularly interestin9 case, straddling two 
centuries and both experimentalism and documr~ntary styles. 
14 See Lindeperg, La voie des images. Ouatre histoires de rintemos-eto 1944, Verdier, Paris, 2014. 
15 Baron, The Archive Effect: Found Footage Routledge, London and 
New York, 2014. 
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THE ACT OF KILLING 

On the one hand, the film is presented as a silent movie, respecting its status, although barely 

few sequences were selected from among the 90 minutes of film. Farocki's interventions are, in 

any case, crucial: the subtle highlighting of details that can escape an unfocussed gaze, or 

annotating using posters to reveal the context or the destination of a train that we might see leave 

the platform completely normally. All this projects the future over the characters' present ignorance 

(their Some shots show prisoners doing sport, so conventional that it might be taking 

anywhere in the world. A poster then draws our attention to the background of the shot where we 

can make out the watchtowers or the prison huts. The concentration camp bursts tragically into 

the ordinary scene. In other cases, Farocki stops the flow of movement to freeze a frame, such as 

the suitcase that a disabled lady was carrying as she was deported, deciphering the date and the 

name identifies the victim who is about to be when she arrives at Auschwitz. There is also 

the famous case of a camera movement that searches for a terrified girl looking out of the half 

open door of a train carriage. A poster informs us that this is Settela Steinbach, dead on arrival at 

Auschwitz. Finally, some posters invoke Westerbok's medical plans without any type of dramatics: 

teeth pulled from Jews at Auschwitz, medical experiments on their bodies. A shadow is therefore 

cast over shots that do not contain any anomalies in themselves. 

In summary, Farocki's editing springs from the conviction that the film talks powerfully although 

its eloquence requires what we might call a critical device as used for editing classical literature: 

connecting, signalling, suggesting, projecting what will come, invoking other images, providing data 

that historical research has already discovered, but without ever confusing the voices: the film maker 

from 1944 and today's editor. Respect, research, exploration: the archive holds secrets and these 

secrets lie in their details; illuminating them is a way of getting them read. 

The case of A Film Unfinished is something different: the piece that naturalises it is an enigmatic 

film commissioned by Goebbels in his Propaganda Kompanien to record life in the Warsaw ghetto in 

spring 1942, when the decision to deport its Jews to Treblinka had already been taken. Discovered 

in pre-editing state in the fifties, Ghetto, also catalogued as Asien in Mitteleuropa, was used to 

speak out against the Nazis' criminal policy against the Jews since the midpoint of that decade. 

It was the discovery of new materials, offcuts and a colour reel from filming in May 1942 that 

encouraged Hersonski to revisit the film. Even though the producer's attitude was considerably morn 

conventional than Farocki's (voice over, testimonials from survivors of the ghetto, reconstruction with 

Rudiger Vogler of declarations from one of the operators, incorporation of sound effects, etc.), our 

attention is drawn by the investigation in the archive, how images are detained, slowed down, the 

use of off-cuts and the perforations in the celluloid; in other words, anything that highlights the 

contradiction between the liveliness of the issue and the violent death of the beings that appear, 

maybe for the last time, recorded in an image. 16 

16 We might analys8 the uses of this archive material in extenso and, in particular, Hersonski's film in 
en el ghetto. En tomo a la migraci6n de las irnagenes de archivo ", Secuencias no. 35, first semester 2012, pp. 
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THE LAST BATTLE 

The route taken in this text, despite its forced brevity, aims to provide a set of symptoms rather than 

a scientific approach. The act of killing and the act of seeing are at the same time inside and outside 

the images. However, they are so inextricably linked that neither can exist without the other. If this 

new century has taught us anything, it is the almost essential, rejection of accepting the 

vacuum of images or if you the imperious need to construct imprints of something that has 

not left any imprints. Doubtlessly, a retrospective symptom of our iconic saturation. The Armenian 

genocide in 1915, like the Shoah, and Indonesia in 1965, the Democratic Kampuchea from 1975 to 

1979, Rwanda from to June 1994 and so on and so forth are measured, of course, with images 

from their time, when there were any and they have been recovered. However, they are above all 

completed with post facto images, such as from the liberators who arrive when the brutality has 

already been committed; and later, the reconstructed images, with bodies that tell their story after 

the event. In this respect, the fundamental is similar to the primordial scene in which it is fatally 

a lost image. To come closer to it, something we need like our daily bread, we desperately need 

other images. 
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